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The crystal structure of the unbound form of HIV-1 subtype A

protease (PR) has been determined to 1.7 Å resolution and

refined as a homodimer in the hexagonal space group P61 to

an Rcryst of 20.5%. The structure is similar in overall shape and

fold to the previously determined subtype B, C and F PRs. The

major differences lie in the conformation of the flap region.

The flaps in the crystal structures of the unbound subtype B

and C PRs, which were crystallized in tetragonal space groups,

are either semi-open or wide open. In the present structure

of subtype A PR the flaps are found in the closed position, a

conformation that would be more anticipated in the structure

of HIV protease complexed with an inhibitor. The amino-acid

differences between the subtypes and their respective crystal

space groups are discussed in terms of the differences in the

flap conformations.
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PDB Reference: HIV-1

subtype A protease, 3ixo.

1. Introduction

HIV protease (PR) is an aspartic PR that plays an essential

role in the viral life cycle and infectivity by converting a non-

infectious particle into a mature virion that is capable of

infecting new target cells. The PR functions as an obligatory

homodimer, with the active site located in the center and

covered by two flexible loops called flaps. This overall struc-

ture is well conserved and is very similar for all HIV subtypes

(Fig. 1).

HIV is genetically very diverse and as such is classified into

types, groups, subtypes, sub-subtypes and recombinant forms

(Brodine et al., 1995; Fleury et al., 2003; Kantor & Katzenstein,

Figure 1
Ribbon diagram of the homodimer of the HIV-1 subtype A PR structure.
Catalytic aspartic acids are shown as sticks. Blue spheres indicate amino
acids that vary between subtype A PR and subtype B PR (numbers refer
to amino-acid positions). Features of the PR structure are as labeled. This
figure was generated using PyMOL (DeLano, 2002).



2004). Although subtype B, which is common in the United

States, has been the subject of the majority of investigations,

90% of HIV-infected people worldwide harbor non-B-subtype

variants of HIV-1 (Hemelaar et al., 2006, 2008; Osmanov et al.,

2002; Taylor et al., 2008). In particular, subtypes A and C

account for more than 85% of global infections and more than

95% of infections in South and Central Africa (Foulkes et al.,

2006). Nevertheless, knowledge of resistance mutations in

non-B subtypes and their clinical relevance is limited or con-

troversial (Martinez-Cajas et al., 2009).

With the expanding access to antiretroviral therapy (ARV)

for patients living with HIV/AIDS in developing countries

(UNAIDS, 2008) and with the spread of non-B-subtype

variants of HIV-1 in developed countries (Baldanti et al., 2008;

Palma et al., 2007; Paraskevis et al., 2007), an important issue

of concern is the behavior of non-B subtypes and their

recombinant forms under the selective pressure of ARV

regimens. There is an ongoing debate in the HIV field about

how and to what extent naturally occurring polymorphisms

(NOPs) may affect the emergence of ARV drug resistance in

HIV-1 subtypes other than B. It has been argued that these

polymorphisms might play roles such as increasing the cata-

lytic activity of non-B-subtype PRs and enhancing virus

viability (Krauchenco et al., 2008; Velazquez-Campoy et al.,

2001), resulting in the development of diverse mutational

pathways during ARV treatment (Dumans et al., 2004;

Grossman et al., 2004), influencing the speed of acquisition of

PR inhibitor (PI) related resistance mutations (Hirsch et al.,

2000; Vergne et al., 2000) and contributing to resistance and/or

maintenance of viral fitness once primary resistance mutations

occur (Rose et al., 1996; Velazquez-Campoy et al., 2003).

Several recent studies have argued that there are no sub-

stantial differences regarding known resistance-associated

mutations and the newly emergent substitutions between non-

B-subtype and B-subtype strains (Monno et al., 2009; Pillay et

al., 2008). However, a recent study of the differences in the

impact of several PI-selected mutations on subtypes B and G

in 500 patients showed that the mutation L90M confers

different levels of resistance in subtypes B and G (Santos et al.,

2009). Another recent study indicated that even though in

general drug selective pressure and resistance pathways are

relatively similar in subtypes B and G some differences do

occur, leading to subtype-dependent substitutions (Palma et

al., 2009). With respect to the development of drug-resistance

mutations (DRMs), a recent study showed that non-B sub-

types tend to select for the same DRMs as described in sub-

type B in PR and reverse transcriptase (RT), although in

distinct proportions (Dumans et al., 2009; Kantor et al., 2005).

Also, an increasing body of evidence suggests that certain non-

B subtypes are often more susceptible to specific ARV drugs.

For example, the circulating recombinant form CRF02_AG

PR presents a higher susceptibility to nelfinavir and ritonavir

than subtypes C, Fand G, whereas subtype G isolates are more

susceptible to tipranavir (Abecasis et al., 2006). Unexpectedly,

natural hypersusceptibility to lopinavir was also detected in

subtypes C and G (Gonzalez et al., 2003, 2008). In an extensive

review, Martinez-Cajas and coworkers searched 11 databases

and retrieved 3486 citations on all aspects of non-B-subtype-

related resistance research (Martinez-Cajas et al., 2008). They

concluded that the genetic diversity of HIV-1 can affect the

type of resistance mutations, the degree of resistance and the

timing of the emergence of antiretroviral resistance. These

observed differences in resistance pathways may impact on

cross-resistance and the selection of second-line regimens with

PIs.

These NOPs are found throughout the HIV genome,

including PR and RT, which are the main targets of currently

used anti-HIV therapeutic regimens. Thus, characterizing the

structural differences among various non-B-subtype PRs may

identify possible mechanisms that might cause the develop-

ment of divergent mutational pathways against currently used

PIs. Until recently, the only available crystal structures in the

Protein Data Bank (PDB; Berman et al., 2000) were those of

HIV subtype B PRs. More than 100 crystal structures of

subtype B PRs are currently available and include both wild

type and multidrug-resistant (MDR), both open and closed

and both unbound and bound to various inhibitors. The first

crystal structure of a non-B-subtype PR, subtype F, was solved

in 2004 (Sanches et al., 2004) and a detailed analysis and

comparison with subtype B followed (Sanches et al., 2007). A

thorough biochemical characterization of subtype C PR has

been published (Coman et al., 2007) and a detailed analysis of

the crystal structure of subtype C PR followed in 2008

(Coman, Robbins, Goodenow et al., 2008). Solving the crystal

structures of various non-B-subtype PRs has made structural

comparisons and analyses of the NOP effects on the overall

structure of the PR possible. It has previously been suggested

that these differences might affect the binding of substrates/

inhibitors through either long-range interactions or changes in

the flexibility of the enzyme (Coman, Robbins, Fernandez et

al., 2008; Gonzalez et al., 2008; Velazquez-Campoy et al., 2003).

These studies showed that there are differences in the position

of the outside loops, in which most NOPs are located. The

presence of these polymorphic substitutions has been reported

to cause a collapse of the elbow of the flap, resulting in the

displacement of the main chain of this loop towards the loop

76–83, stabilizing the catalytic S1/S10 pockets (Coman,

Robbins, Goodenow et al., 2008; Sanches et al., 2007).

Furthermore, it has also been observed that L89M can

displace the 60s loop laterally and downwards and could

participate in the formation of a more stable network of van

der Waals interactions (Coman, Robbins, Goodenow et al.,

2008). However, currently there is concern that the differ-

ences, which are observed especially in the outside loops of the

enzyme, might be secondary not only to NOPs but also to

different crystal contacts and different crystal packing.

Here, the first crystal structure of subtype A PR is described

at 1.7 Å resolution and a detailed structural analysis and

comparison of the unbound subtype A, B and C PR structures

is presented. The results showed that although no inhibitor is

present in the active site, the subtype A PR has flaps in the

closed position and the crystal contacts are similar to those in

other unbound and bound forms of PR crystallized in the

hexagonal space group P61.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Protein expression and purification

Protein expression and purification followed the protocol

used for subtype C PR (Coman, Robbins, Fernandez et al.,

2008). The HIV-1 PR DNA for the A subtype (obtained from

the NIH Research Reagents Program, accession code

p92RW009.6) was subcloned into pET23a expression vector

(Novagen) and transformed into Escherichia coli strain BL21

Star DE3 plysS (Invitrogen). Protease expression was per-

formed in M9 minimal media and was initiated when the

OD600 reached 0.8 by the addition of 1 mM IPTG. After 3 h,

the cells were harvested and lysed using an SLM Aminco

French pressure cell. Inclusion bodies containing the PR were

isolated by centrifugation through a 27% sucrose cushion. The

inclusion bodies were dissolved in 8M urea and refolded by

dialysis against sodium phosphate buffer. The PR was purified

by ammonium sulfate precipitation and gel-filtration chro-

matography as described previously (Coman, Robbins,

Fernandez et al., 2008).

2.2. Crystallization

Crystals were grown using the hanging-drop vapor-diffusion

method (McPherson, 1982). The purified subtype A PR was

concentrated to 3.5 mg ml�1 with a buffer exchange to 50 mM

sodium acetate pH 4.7. 2 ml protein solution was mixed with

2.5 ml reservoir solution (30 mM citric acid pH 5.0, 1M NaCl)

and 0.5 ml Anapoe-58 detergent (Hampton) on siliconized

glass cover slides. The droplets were suspended over 0.5 ml

reservoir solution and stored at room temperature. Hexagonal

rod-like crystals formed within 2 d.

2.3. Data collection and reduction

A crystal of subtype A PR was ‘quick-dipped’ in 35%

glycerol solution for 1 s and immediately flash-cooled to

100 K. X-ray diffraction data were measured using a MAR

CCD 300 detector on the SER-CAT beamline at the

Advanced Photon Source. The crystal-to-detector distance

was 200 mm and a total of 240 diffraction data frames were

measured using a 0.5� oscillation angle per frame. From these,

a subset of 140 data frames was integrated and scaled with the

HKL-2000 software (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997) to give a

complete data set to 1.7 Å resolution.

Systematic absences in the diffraction data were consistent

with either a 61 or 65 screw axis in the c direction. The data

were merged and scaled separately in the hexagonal space

groups P61 and P6122, yielding 19 874 and 10 865 unique

reflections, respectively. Initial phasing was performed using

data in space group P6122, but the lower symmetry space

group was selected for the final refinement (see below). A

complete summary of data statistics for processing in both

space groups is included in Table 1.

From the unit-cell volume and the molecular weight of

subtype A PR, a reasonable VM value (Matthews, 1968) of

2.14 Å3 Da�1 was calculated for one PR monomer per asym-

metric unit in space group P6122 (P6522) or for a complete

homodimer in P61 (P65). Additionally, the diffraction data

scaled in P61 were examined using the twin-detection software

in CNS (Brünger et al., 1998) and the Merohedral Twin

Detector server (Padilla & Yeates, 2003; Yeates, 1997).

2.4. Rotation and translation search

Cross-rotation function and translation-function searches

were performed in space group P6122, using X-ray diffraction

data between 15.0 and 4.0 Å resolution, with the CNS package

(Brünger et al., 1998). The molecular template used was the

A chain of the HIV-1 subtype B homodimer in complex with

atazanavir (PDB code 2aqu; Clemente et al., 2006), with the

water molecules and the atazanavir inhibitor removed. A

translation-function search in space group P6522 failed to

produce a reasonable solution. Rigid-body refinement of the

molecular-replacement solution using data between 50 and

3.5 Å resolution resulted in a model with Rcryst = 28.4% and

Rfree = 26.1%. Upon inspection of the resulting electron-

density maps the flaps were found to be in the closed position

and there was no density in the |Fo| � |Fc| difference map that

would indicate an alternative interpretation. An OMIT map,
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Table 1
Crystal data and refinement.

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

Crystal data
Space group P61 P6122
Unit-cell parameters (Å) a = 62.2,

c = 82.5
a = 62.2,
c = 82.5

Molecules per ASU 2 1
VM (Å3 Da�1) 2.14 2.14
Solvent content (%) 42.5 42.5

Data collection
Resolution (Å) 23.4–1.7

(1.76–1.7)
23.4–1.7
(1.76–1.7)

Unique reflections 19874 10865
No. of frames 140 140
Oscillation per frame (�) 0.5 0.5
Rmerge† (%) 8.9 (50.9) 9.4 (54.8)
I/�(I) 12.3 (2.2) 12.3 (2.2)
Completeness (%) 99.6 (99.2) 99.5 (99.9)
Data redundancy 4.4 (3.7) 8.0 (6.8)

Refinement statistics
No. of reflections used 18760
Rcryst‡ (%) 20.5
Rfree (%) 24.4
Reflections used for Rfree (|Fo| > 0) (%) 4.4
R.m.s.d. bonds (Å) 0.008
R.m.s.d. angles (�) 1.49
Ramachandran plot (%)
Most favored 90.0
Allowed 9.4
Generously allowed 0.6

Model
Protein atoms 1510
Waters 111
Average temperature factors (Å2)
Main chain 26.8
Side chain 29.0
Waters 30.4

† Rmerge =
P

hkl

P

i jIiðhklÞ � hIðhklÞij=
P

hkl

P

i IiðhklÞ, where Ii(hkl) is the intensity of
an individual reflection and hI(hkl)i is the average intensity. ‡ Rcryst =
P

hkl

�

�jFobsj � jFcalcj
�

�=
P

hkl jFobsj; Rfree is identical to Rcryst but was calculated for 5% of
data omitted from refinement.



based upon the final refined coordinates and centered on the

active site, is shown in Fig. 2.

2.5. Refinement of the HIV-1 subtype A model

The problem of the proper choice of the space group for

refinement of the structure of HIV PR has been faced

repeatedly in the past (Wlodawer & Erickson, 1993; Sanches et

al., 2007) and is a consequence of the possible presence of

pseudo-symmetry, disorder, and/or twinning. An excellent

discussion of the effects of pseudo-symmetry on twin detec-

tion has been given in the analysis of a difficult refinement of

superoxide dismutase from Pyrobaculum aerophilum (Lee et

al., 2003). Since the scaling parameters for subtype A PR were

virtually identical in space groups P61 and P6122 (Table 1), the

high-symmetry space group appeared to be the correct choice.

However, the same result could be expected if the lower

symmetry space group were correct but the data were fully

twinned. Although twinning can normally be detected through

analysis of statistical distribution of the intensities, this does

not apply in this case since pseudo-symmetry restores the

normal distribution of intensities. Indeed, this was tested by

submitting the subtype A PR data scaled in space group P61 to

the merohedral twin-detection server (Padilla & Yeates, 2003;

http://nihserver.mbi.ucla.edu/pystats/). Not surprisingly, no

twinning was detected, whereas the twin-detection protocol in

CNS indicated a twin fraction of 0.48. Since the latter result

is based on a comparison of the intensities of potential twin

mates, it is not really applicable here. It may

be noted that since only a very small part of

the structure (a few residues) is responsible

for the effects of disorder/twinning, its

influence on the statistics of the intensities is

necessarily very small, making it impossible

to differentiate which of these two effects

occurs in the crystal.

Atomic positional and temperature-

factor refinements of the rigid-body model

were performed in the CNS suite (Brünger

et al., 1998), initially with data processed in

space group P6122. The target values used

for restraining the model geometry during

refinement were from Engh & Huber

(1991). A randomly selected subset of 5% of

the reflections was withheld from the

refinement cycles and was used to calculate

Rfree. Replacement of amino acids which

differed between subtype B PR and subtype

A PR was performed in the molecular-

graphics program Coot (Emsley & Cowtan,

2004). Interactive manual model refitting

using Coot and electron-density maps

calculated with 2|Fo| � |Fc| and |Fo| � |Fc|

coefficients were used to guide manual

refitting of the model. After several cycles,

the resulting Rcryst and Rfree values remained

higher than expected and positive peaks at

greater than 3.5� persisted in the |Fo| � |Fc|

difference electron-density map along the

main chain of the monomer. At this stage a

choice had to be made of either trying to

model the asymmetry of the dimers as

disorder or switching to the low-symmetry

space group P61 with assumed twinning.

Since the latter approach provides a simpler

description of the model, it was selected.

Since the free R list of reflections differed

between the data scaled in space groups P61
and P6122, the rigid-body model was used as

the starting model. In space group P61 the

asymmetric unit consists of the entire PR
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Figure 3
Stereo superposition of unbound PR homodimers. (a) Complete PR homodimers, (b) close-up
of the flap regions shown in (a) viewed down the twofold axis. Color code: green, dimers in
tetragonal space groups with semi-open flaps; red, dimers in tetragonal space groups with wide-
open flaps; blue, dimers in the hexagonal space group P61 with closed flaps. Note that the tips
of the flaps invert between the semi-open and closed conformations. PDB coordinates were as
used in Fig. 5. This figure was generated using PyMOL (DeLano, 2002).

Figure 2
Stereo 2|Fo| � |Fc| OMIT map centered on the active site of HIV-1 subtype A PR. The map is
contoured at 1.3� and includes a 4 Å radius buffer around flap residues and water positions.
All atoms of the flap (residues 46–55 and 460–550), the active-site aspartates Asp25 and Asp250

and two waters (depicted as red spheres) were omitted from the calculation of the map.



dimer, so the B monomer coordinates were calculated using

the twofold symmetry in the graphics program Coot (Emsley

& Cowtan, 2004). After appending to the A monomer, the

coordinates were given the chain identifier B for refinement

against the data that had been merged and scaled in P61.

Refinement and model building in the lower symmetry space

group improved the appearance of the electron-density maps

even before correction for twinning. Subsequent refinements

were performed with a twin law of k, h, �l and a twin fraction

of 0.5 and the free R list of reflections was reselected so that

pairs of twin-related reflections resided in either the working

list or the cross-validation list. To verify the effects of twinned

refinement, one round of positional refinement resulted in a

decrease of 3.7% in Rcryst and of 2.5% in Rfree when compared

with an identical refinement cycle starting with the same

molecular model but disregarding twinning. After several

rounds of refinement and model building, the final model,

consisting of two monomers and 111 water molecules, had an

Rcryst of 20.5% and an Rfree of 24.4%. A Ramachandran plot,

as calculated in PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993), showed

that 90.0% of the amino acids were in the most favored region,

9.4% were in the additional allowed region and 0.6% were in

the generously allowed region. A more complete summary of

the final model of subtype A PR is included in Table 1.

Superimposition of the coordinates of the B monomer onto

the A monomer allowed the comparison of side-chain

conformations. Of a total of 99 amino acids, 20 have rotamer

differences between the two monomers, including three

valines, three isoleucines, Met46 and Phe53. The latter two

amino acids are involved in crystal packing, but the electron

density for the side chains of 53A and 53B are very weak in

OMIT maps (Fig. 2). Packing effects would be expected to

stabilize side chains, but in the case of Phe53 disorder between

the two conformations may contribute to the weak density. In

addition, although the flaps are in contact with flaps from

symmetry-related molecules, in the uncomplexed PR they are

separated by solvent cavities where inhibitors would normally

bind in the closed conformation.

2.6. Comparison of unbound HIV PR structures

In order to compare the structure presented here with other

crystal structures of unbound HIV PRs, 13 structures were

retrieved from the PDB and superimposed onto the refined

model of HIV subtype A PR (Fig. 3). The coordinates of the

dimers from the structures refined in space groups P41 or

P61 were used directly, whereas for those refined in P41212

the dimer coordinates were calculated using the twofold-

symmetry operation between the monomers and were saved

using Coot (Emsley & Cowtan, 2004). In two cases, the data-

base holds identical or nearly identical PR structures, namely

tethered subtype B PR [PDB codes 1lv1 (Kumar et al., 2002)

and 1g6l (Pillai et al., 2001)] and an MDR form of B PR [PDB

codes 1rpi (Logsdon et al., 2004) and 1tw7 (Martin et al.,

2005)]. Of these two similar pairs of coordinates, only the two

higher resolution structures, 1g6l and 1tw7, were included in

the comparison.

Nine of the remaining 11 unbound PR structures used for

comparison crystallized in either space group P41212 or P41.

They were the chemically synthesized HIV-1 subtype B PR

(PDB code 3hvp; Wlodawer et al.,

1989), wild-type (wt) subtype B

PR (3phv; Lapatto et al., 1989),

the F53L mutant subtype B PR

(2g69; Liu et al., 2006), subtype B

PR BRU isolate (1hhp; Spinelli et

al., 1991), 6� mutant subtype B

PR and two structures of the Q7K

mutant B PR (2hb2, 1tw7 and

2pc0; Heaslet et al., 2007), the

aforementioned MDR subtype B

PR (1tw7; Martin et al., 2005) and

subtype C PR (2r8n; Coman,

Robbins, Goodenow et al., 2008).

The structure of subtype F PR

(PDB code 2p3c; Sanches et al.,

2007) with the inhibitor coordi-

nates removed and the tethered

unbound B PR structures (PDB

code 1g6l; Pillai et al., 2001),

which also crystallize in space

group P61, were included in the

comparison with subtype A PR.

The C� coordinates of all 11

structures were superimposed

onto the subtype A coordinates

using the LSQ superposition
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Figure 4
Sequences of HIV-1 PR structures.



option in Coot (Emsley & Cowtan,

2004). In order to superimpose pairs of

monomers, chain identifiers were

removed and each amino-acid residue

of the dimer was renumbered: 1001–

1099 (A chain) and 2001–2099 (B

chain). All 198 C� atoms were used in

the r.m.s.d. calculations, with the

exception of 1hb4, in which two amino-

acid residues of each flap were not

modeled owing to weak electron

density. The amino-acid sequences for

all 12 structures used for superposition

are listed in Fig. 4 and the pairwise root-

mean-square displacements (r.m.s.d.s)

are presented in Fig. 5. Figs. 4 and 5

introduce the color code also used in

Figs. 6 and 7: red, wide-open flaps;

green, semi-open flaps; blue, closed

flaps.

2.7. Analysis of packing of selected

unbound PR structures

The Chimera molecular-modeling

software (Pettersen et al., 2004) was

used to calculate the crystal-packing

contacts for the subset of unbound PR

dimers listed in Fig. 5 and shown in Fig. 6

with the refined subtype A PR. All

symmetry-related dimer coordinates in

a 3� 3� 3 grid of unit cells surrounding

the reference molecule were calculated

in order to ensure that all symmetry

contacts were included. The Chimera

default clash/contact cutoff distances

were used to define hydrogen-bond and

van der Waals interactions at the

packing interfaces. Fig. 5 indicates

whether or not each of the amino acids

of the PR chain is involved in these

contacts. No distinction was made

between hydrophobic or hydrophilic

contacts.

3. Results

3.1. Overall structure of subtype A PR

As expected, the HIV-1 subtype A

PR structure is similar in overall shape

and fold to subtype B, C and F PRs with

inhibitor bound (Fig. 1). The major

differences lie in the conformations of

the flap region. The flaps in the crystal

structures of the unbound subtype B PR

and the one subtype C PR crystallized

in tetragonal space groups are either
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Figure 5
Pairwise r.m.s.d.s of C�—C� distances (Å).

Figure 6
Stereo figure showing the crystal contacts of HIV-1 subtypes. (a) Wide open (PDB code 2pc0;
Heaslet et al., 2007), (b) semi-open (PDB code 2hb2; Heaslet et al., 2007) and (c) closed (PDB code
3ixo). PDB coordinates were as used in Fig. 7. Colored spheres represent the amino acids involved
in contacts. A contact is calculated from the sum of atomic radii. This figure was generated using
PyMOL (DeLano, 2002).



semi-open or wide open. In the subtype A PR the flaps are in

the closed position, the conformation that one would expect in

a complex with inhibitor. Closed flaps were also seen in the

crystal structures of two related unbound tethered subtype B

PRs [PDB codes 1lv1 (Kumar et al., 2002) and 1g6l (Pillai et al.,

2001)]. The authors of those reports suggested that crystal

packing in the hexagonal space group was responsible for this

unusual conformation of the flaps (Figs. 3 and 5).

Minor differences in the structure not related to the closed

flap conformation are probably a consequence of the amino-

acid differences which distinguish the A subtype from the B

subtype: I13V, M36I, R41K, H69K and L89M. To examine

the effects of these amino-acid changes, the refined model of

subtype A PR was compared with the tethered subtype B PR

crystal structure (PDB code 1g6l; Pillai et al., 2001). 1g6l also

crystallizes in space group P61 and has only three mutations in

the fused chains, namely C95M, presumably added to verify

that the linker was intact in the crystal, and two N37S poly-

morphic mutations of the B subtype (Fig. 4).

The I13V and K20R changes do not induce significant

differences between the two subtype structures. In contrast,

the M36I change causes a 1 Å shift of Ile36 away from solvent

and toward the side chains of Lys20 and, to a lesser extent,

Ile15. This is presumably to compensate for the removed

methionine S and methyl C atoms. The longer lysine side chain

of the H69K substitution can form a hydrogen bond to the

C-terminal carboxylate group of the twofold-related chain of

the PR dimer, whereas the NE2 N atom of the histidine side

chain in subtype B PR cannot form this interaction. Finally,

in the L89M substitution the larger methionine side chain

causes a side-chain repositioning of Ile64, although the

separation between the C� atoms of these residues does not

increase significantly. The slight increase that is seen (�0.5 Å)

apparently arises from a local shift of several amino acids of

the mid-60s portion of the chain with respect to those of the

subtype B PR.

3.2. Comparison of subtype A PR with other unbound HIV PR

subtypes

Fig. 5 summarizes the C� pairwise superpositions of the

other unbound PRs onto subtype A PR (Fig. 3). These

distances are primarily a result of conformational differences

between the flaps and, to a lesser extent, differences in the

coordinates of the elbow region. It is clear that the table can

be divided into three zones by comparing the ranges of r.m.s.d.

values, one comprised of the first six subtype B PRs in the

semi-open form, the next of three PRs in the wide-open form

and the final three in the closed form (Fig. 5). The last three

structures listed in Fig. 5, including subtype A PR, belong to

space group P61, while the remainder were refined in either

space group P41212 or P41.

An allosteric conformational change was originally invoked

as the origin of the wide-open flaps in the MDR form of B PR

(PDB code 1tw7; Martin et al., 2005). However, the wide-open

conformation of the flaps has been shown to be only tran-

siently populated during molecular-dynamics simulations

(Layten et al., 2006; Lexa et al., 2009). It was concluded that

crystal packing is the more likely source of the wide-open flap

conformation. Caution against emphasizing the significance of

the flap position was advised from the crystallographic point

of view over ten years ago (Wlodawer & Vondrasek, 1998).

When comparing the closed forms in space group P61, the

refined subtype A PR and the unbound tethered subtype B

PR are both very similar in fold to the subtype F PR with

inhibitor bound (Figs. 3 and 4). In contrast, the semi-open

unbound B PR differs from numerous examples of inhibitor-

bound B PR structures by a presumed hinge movement

centered at the dimer interface of the �-sheet (Wlodawer &

Vondrasek, 1998). This hinge movement varies by up to 2� and

has the effect of tightening the inhibitor-bound conformation

of the PR and is accompanied by a closing of the flaps onto the

inhibitor. This inferred motion also results in many rearran-

gements of amino acids at the dimer interface.

When comparing the structures of unbound subtype B PR

with the PR in inhibitor complexes crystallized in space groups

P41 or P41212, the r.m.s.d. values for C� atoms generally lie

between 1 and 2 Å (data not shown). Similar values are found

when comparing unbound semi-open with wide-open un-

bound subtype B PRs (Fig. 5). However, when comparing the

unbound tethered subtype B PR (PDB code 1g6l; Pillai et al.,

2001) with complexes of mutant subtype B PRs bound to

inhibitors, a much higher C� similarity is evident when they are

all crystallized in space group P61. For example, the r.m.s.d.

values between 1g6l and 1odx (Kervinen et al., 1996) is 0.3 Å,

that between 1g6l and 1zpk (J. Duskova, T. Skalova, J.

Dohnalek, H. Petrokova & J. Hasek, unpublished work) is

0.5 Å, and that between 1g6l and 1pyn (Kozisek et al., 2007) is

0.4 Å.

3.3. Important water interactions in subtype A PR

An important water molecule that forms a hydrogen-

bonded bridge between the two PR flaps and two carbonyl O

atoms of the inhibitors was noticed in the first structure of a

complex of subtype B PR with a peptidomimetic inhibitor

(Wlodawer et al., 1989) and was confirmed in other subse-

quently determined structures (Wlodawer & Erickson, 1993).

Presumably this water, then called ‘water 301’, is also present

when substrates are bound to the PR. In the refined subtype A

PR the corresponding water 51 is located 2.9 Å from the

amide N atom of Ile50B, but a more distant 3.7 Å from the

same atom in Ile50A. In the subtype B tethered dimer (PDB

code 1g6l; Pillai et al., 2001) nearly identical distances between

a similar water and the flaps are seen. No other water mole-

cules that would interact with Ile50 of subtype A PR or with

water 51 are evident, but their absence might be related to the

resolution of the diffraction data.

Water 51 is located 4.7 Å from the so-called catalytic water

(numbered 36 in this structure), which lies between the side

chains of the catalytic aspartates. This water molecule is closer

to the carboxylate O atoms of Asp25B, at 2.7 and 3.3 Å, than

to those of Asp25A, at 3.5 and 3.7 Å. The corresponding water

molecule in the tethered subtype B PR (PDB code 1g6l; Pillai
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et al., 2001) is in a more symmetrical location, with distances of

2.9, 3.1, 3.1 and 3.2 Å from the four O atoms. Many other well

ordered water molecules are also present in the subtype A

active site, as well as diffuse chains of electron density that

may be disordered water molecules.

3.4. Comparison of crystal-packing contacts between

unbound subtype A PR and other PRs

From Fig. 7 it is evident that the packing contacts are

grouped into the semi-open forms of unbound PRs, the wide-

open forms and the closed forms so far only seen in space

group P61. The lone outlier is the F53L mutant subtype B PR

(PDB code 2g69; Liu et al., 2006), which crystallizes in a form

with unique unit-cell parameters (a = b ’ 61, c ’ 56 Å) when

compared with the range seen in the other tetragonal unbound

PR structures (a = b ’ 47, c ’ 108 Å). Although its packing

differs from that of 1hhp (Spinelli et al., 1991) and 2hb2

(Heaslet et al., 2007), especially in the 50s area of the flaps, all

three contain semi-open flaps.

Also evident in Figs. 6 and 7 are the large number of resi-

dues that are involved in crystal contacts in the wide-open

forms of the unbound B and C PRs 2pc0 (Heaslet et al., 2007)

and 2r8n (Coman, Robbins, Goodenow et al., 2008). The flap

regions of these structures are extensively involved in crystal

contacts. Apparently, the wide-open crystal forms are more

tightly packed. This is borne out by the lower VM values for

these crystals [2.56 and 2.52 Å3 Da�1, respectively, compared

with 3.12 and 3.15 Å3 Da�1 for the semi-open forms 1hhp

(Spinelli et al., 1991) and 2hb2 (Heaslet et al., 2007), respec-

tively]. This close packing results in

interactions between the elbow residues

and the flap of a symmetry-related

molecule, as has been pointed out

previously (Layten et al., 2006).

4. Discussion

The crystal structure of HIV-1 subtype

A PR has now been solved and com-

pared with a set of 11 structures of other

variants of HIV PR. The rather unex-

pected finding of a closed conformation

of an unbound (apo) form of subtype A

HIV PR set the basis for comparing four

PR subtypes, A, B, C and F, crystallized

in two crystal systems: tetragonal (P41
and P4122) and hexagonal (P61). Three

conformations are compared in this

paper, defined by the position of the

flaps: semi-open, wide-open and closed.

The goal of this work is to bring further

understanding of the determinants for

the different positions of the flaps.

As shown in Fig. 5, the r.m.s.d. value

between the C� positions of refined

subtype A PR and subtype F PR in

complex with the inhibitor TL-3 (PDB

code 2p3c; Sanches et al., 2007) is only

0.6 Å. Such a small difference in overall

fold is close to the experimental error of

the diffraction experiments, which is

typically 0.3–0.5 Å. For comparison, the

r.m.s.d. value between the synthetic and

wt B PRs, PDB entries 3hvp (Wlodawer

et al., 1989) and 3phv (Lapatto et al.,

1989), is 0.57 Å. One explanation might

be that crystal-packing energies in the

hexagonal space group induces flap

closure and the unbound PR assumes

the conformation of the inhibitor-bound

form. Each flap in subtype A PR is
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sandwiched between the flap of its twofold-related monomer

and the flap of a symmetry-related molecule. Another mole-

cule, related by a different symmetry operation, is in contact

with the opposite flap. The residues involved in the symmetry

contact are Phe53 and Met46 from each flap; this contact is

also present in those inhibitor complexes of B PR that crys-

tallize in space group P61. Indeed, the superpositions of

inhibitor-bound B-subtype PRs crystallized in space group P61
show the same crystal contacts as the two tethered B-subtype

structures (1lv1 and 1g6l) and similar r.m.s.d. values for the

superpositions that are evident in Fig. 5 (data not shown). If

the argument that crystal packing is key to flap conformation

has merit, perhaps it can be used to explain the difference

between the semi-open and wide-open flap conformations in

the tetragonal space groups P41 and P41212.

In conclusion, the conformation of the flaps in the different

subtypes, bound and unbound, may be a ‘cause-and-effect’

observation. The question that needs to be addressed is: do the

differences in flap/hinge amino-acid sequences and the asso-

ciated dynamics affect the crystallization process or do the

entropy-driven crystallization forces induce a conformation

onto the flaps?
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